
seismic array data suffered from noise en-
hancement associated with integration and
from the limited bandwidth of most seismic
instrumentation (9).
Another advantage to using GPS instru-

mentation to augment seismic arrays is cost.
The cost of a geodetic-quality GPS receiver
does not depend on the sample rate. All con-
tinuously operating GPS receivers in the
United States could be run at 1 Hz; the only
additional cost is for transmitting and archiv-
ing the data. The National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) Earthscope initiative (10) propos-
es to add about 800 GPS receivers to the
western United States. Our study strongly
suggests that they be operated at 1 Hz. Final-
ly, the resolution of high-frequency GPS has
not been fully examined. It would be ex-
tremely useful to study GPS capabilities in
the 1- to 10-Hz frequency band.
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Seismic Imaging of the
Downwelling Indian Lithosphere

Beneath Central Tibet
Frederik Tilmann,1*† James Ni,1 INDEPTH III Seismic Team2

A tomographic image of the upper mantle beneath central Tibet from INDEPTH
data has revealed a subvertical high-velocity zone from �100- to �400-
kilometers depth, located approximately south of the Bangong-Nujiang Suture.
We interpret this zone to be downwelling Indian mantle lithosphere. This
additional lithosphere would account for the total amount of shortening in the
Himalayas and Tibet. A consequence of this downwelling would be a deficit of
asthenosphere, which should be balanced by an upwelling counterflow, and thus
could explain the presence of warm mantle beneath north-central Tibet.

The Himalayan Tibetan orogen provides one of
the best natural laboratories to study the com-
plex ways in which continents respond to col-
lision. This orogen was created by collision and
subsequent penetration of India into Asia start-
ing sometime between 50 and 65 million years
ago (Ma) (1). The mode of convergence (cur-
rently at 4 cm/year) has been attributed to (i)
escape tectonics, the east-to-southeast–directed
lateral extrusion of Tibet along strike-slip faults
(Fig. 1); (ii) distributed thickening of the Tibet-
an crust and mantle lithosphere; and (iii) under-
thrusting of the Indian lithosphere along a de-
tachment and imbricate Himalayan thrust
sheets (2). The more or less uniform elevation
of the plateau of �5 km hides marked differ-
ences in the structure of the mantle beneath.
Various surface-wave studies (3–6) and obser-
vations of Pn and Sn (7, 8) show that immedi-
ately beneath the 70- to 80-km-thick crust, fast
and presumably cold and strong mantle prevails
in southern Tibet, whereas slower, presumably
warmer and weaker mantle, with increased at-
tenuation and a reduced S-wave velocity gradi-
ent below the Moho, is found north of 32°N
(about �0.5°), near the Bangong-Nujiang Su-
ture (BNS) (for the purpose of this paper, north-
ern and southern Tibet are defined to be sepa-
rated by this boundary) (Fig. 1A). The mantle
heterogeneities are generally interpreted as ev-
idence of underthrusting of Indian lithosphere
to near the middle of the plateau. However, a
simple consideration of either the total conver-
gence since the collision of about 1800 to 2500
km estimated from magnetic anomalies (9) or

an estimate of the minimal shortening in the
Himalayan fold-thrust belts of 500 to 700 km
(9, 10) or even a simple-minded extrapolation
of the present-day convergence of �15 mm/
year between India and the Indus Yarlung Su-
ture (11) would put an undeformed Indian man-
tle lithosphere entirely or partially into the re-
gion of warmer mantle beneath northern Tibet.
These estimates imply that either the under-
thrusted Indian lithosphere has shortened
substantially since collision, or additional litho-
sphere exists in the upper mantle beneath
central Tibet.
As part of the INDEPTH III (I3) multidis-

ciplinary project, a quasilinear array of �40
broadband and intermediate-band stations re-
corded teleseismic and regional earthquakes
from July 1998 to June 1999 (Fig. 1B). These
data are supplemented by six stations from the
1994 INDEPTH II (I2) deployment, which ap-
proximately extend along the line of the I3
stations, and the permanent CDSN station LSA.
Here, we present a tomographic image along
the strike of the combined array, about north-
northwest–south-southeast from 29°N to
33.5°N, centered at �90°E. We assumed that
there is no large variation of the mantle struc-
ture in the east-west direction because in the
study region both major geologic structures and
the regions delineated by Pn and Sn propagation
studies are nearly east-west trending. We only
used earthquakes whose backazimuths differed
by no more than 30° from the average strike of
the I2 and I3 arrays (153°) or that have very
steep incidence angles in order to reduce bias
due to the possible three-dimensionality of the
structure. Altogether 32 out of 98 picked earth-
quakes during I2 and 36 out of 120 picked
earthquakes during I3 fulfilled this criterion and
yielded data of sufficient quality for further
analysis (12).
The preferred model resulting from the to-

mographic inversion (Fig. 2) can resolve struc-
tures between 29°N and 33.5°N and between
depths of �100 to 400 km, and has a resolving
power of �60 km horizontally and �100 km
vertically (13). The velocity model is represen-
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tative of structure below and just east of the
linear array in Fig. 1, because the earthquake
distribution has many events with an arrival
azimuth slightly more eastern than the array
direction. Regional inversions of teleseismic-
body wave data are only capable of resolving
lateral-velocity differences and are not sensitive
to changes in the average velocity at a given
depth. The velocity perturbations are to be un-
derstood as being relative to an average layer
velocity, which in Tibet is somewhat higher
than the global average. The main feature of the
model is a moderate velocity contrast (2%) or
equivalent lateral gradient near 32°N and depths
between 240 km and at least 400 km, with high
velocities to the south and low velocities to the
north. The dip angle is vertical to steeply south-
ward. The width of the transition is 100 to 150
km but could be less as the regularization con-
straints of the tomographic inversion have the
tendency to smooth out sharp boundaries. At the
southern end of the profile velocities are lower
again, but the change is very gradual. At shal-
lower depths, high velocities extend further
northward up to a latitude of 33°N. We created
synthetic models for the same ray set as the
actual data to test the robustness of these results
(12). These tests demonstrate that the observed

deep anomaly below 300 km is unlikely to arise
from smearing of deeper structure, that the dip
angle of the boundary is correct to within�10°,
and that the high-velocity anomaly in the shal-
low upper mantle is not likely to be the result of
smearing from either deeper structure or from
unmodeled crustal anomalies.
The large depth extent of the high-veloc-

ity anomaly is consistent with a previous
analysis of four earthquakes in West Tibet
(14) (see Fig. 1A for location of the earth-
quakes), whose residual travel-time pattern
could have been produced by a nearly vertical
high-velocity zone extending down to a depth
of at least 400 km with a velocity contrast of
almost 5% and a width of 250 km This zone
is located just north of the Himalaya between
�30°and 32° at 81°E, almost 800 km west of
the I3 array.
Using data acquired during the Sino-French

“Lithoscope” experiment in 1993 chiefly along
the Yadong-Golmud Highway, Wittlinger et al.
(15) created a tomographic profile (oriented
approximately along the light blue line in Fig.
1A) whose main feature is a 250-km-wide low-
velocity body below 150-km depth and cen-
tered at 34.5°N; in addition, at the marginally
resolved southern limit of their model at 32°N,

a subvertical dipping boundary extending to at
least 300-km depth is visible, where velocities
to the south of the boundary are 2% faster.
Recent “conversion amplitude” images based
on migrated receiver functions (16) exhibit an
apparent deepening of the P-to-S conversions at
the “410” and “660” mantle discontinuities by
about 20 km in northern Tibet compared to
southern Tibet, which is most easily explained
by an S-wave velocity that is 5% lower below
northern Tibet throughout the upper mantle
above 400 km.
If the observed P-wave velocity contrast of

2% is due to temperature alone, and if the
effects of anelasticity are taken into account, a
temperature contrast of 200 K is inferred (17).
The presence of partial melt could, and proba-
bly does, contribute to the anomaly in the shal-
low mantle, as is evidenced by widespread but
low-volume alkalic basalt on the northern pla-
teau (18). However, large melt fractions at
depths �200 km are unlikely outside mantle
plumes, even though tiny amounts of wet melt-
ing (�0.5%) that cannot be distinguished by
seismic methods (19) cannot be excluded (20).
Because all earthquakes used for the tomo-
graphic inversion are teleseismic, most rays
have steep incidence angles, i.e., only little vari-

Fig. 1. (A) Simplified map of Tibet and the Himalayas. The yellow
rectangle marks the area of the detailed map in (B). Yellow circles are
station locations for INDEPTH and indicate the approximate position of
the profile presented in Fig. 2A. Crosses show the earthquakes used by
Zhou et al. (14); the light blue line shows the the profile of Wittlinger et
al. (15). The gray dashed outline shows the approximate limits of the
zone of inefficient Sn propagation and low Pn velocities (7, 8). The blue
shaded zone marks the approximate position of the subvertical high-
velocity zone in the tomographic image (Fig. 2); note that its east-west
extent is not constrained. The map also shows the thrusting belt, along
which India underthrusts Himalaya-Tibet (MBT: Main Boundary Thrust;
MCT: Main Central Thrust), other thrusts (thin unmarked lines), the
southern Tibetan detachment (STD), the bounding strike-slip faults or
fault zones along which lateral extrusion is localized (ATF: Altyn Tagh
fault; KLF: Kunlun Fault; JF: Jiali Fault; RRF: Red River Fault, and the
Karakorum-Jiali Fault Zone, just south of BNS), and some prominent
sutures [ JRS: Jinsha River Suture, closure at �200 Ma; BNS: Bangong-
Nujiang Suture, closure at �120 Ma; IYS: Indus Yarlung Suture, �60 Ma;

closure dates from (29)]. (B) Map of Tibet with the stations that
contributed readings to the tomographic inversion marked with solid
symbols (further stations marked with open symbols were part of the I2
and I3 experiments but were not used because they were too far offline).
The shading is based on the topography.
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ation in the contribution of anisotropy to the
travel time is expected between rays for differ-
ent earthquakes. However, the tomographic im-
age is most sensitive to the velocity for rays
propagating subvertically rather than strictly
showing the isotropic velocity. If the fast veloc-
ities beneath southern Tibet are partly due to a
dipping fast direction, compared to a horizontal
fast direction in northern Tibet, then a smaller
temperature contrast than indicated above
might be sufficient to explain the data.
It is unlikely that the imaged anomaly is a

remnant of Indian oceanic lithosphere or even a
remnant of Mesozoic processes, e.g., closure of
the BNS, because such a body of dense and cold
material would not be stable over 60 million
years or more and would have instead sunk into
the mantle or been thermally eroded. An alter-
native interpretation would identify the high
velocities with subducted Asian mantle litho-
sphere following southward-directed subduction
as envisioned by Tapponnier et al. (21). Al-

though the tomographic image is suggestive of
such an interpretation, it would have more dif-
ficulties accounting for the slow seismic veloc-
ities in the shallow upper mantle beneath north-
ern Tibet (8), and for the fact that mantle defor-
mation seems to be concentrated there (22, 23).
Based on various lines of geophysical evidence,
the marked contrast in seismic properties in the
uppermost mantle has been interpreted as evi-
dence that the Indian lithosphere has advanced
to �32°N [e.g., (23, 24)]. Following this rea-
soning, we propose that the high velocities in the
south are associated with cold Indian mantle
lithosphere and the lower velocities in the north
with warm Asian mantle. The large depth extent
of the velocity contrast cannot be reconciled
with purely subhorizontal underthrusting, which
would predict anomalies to be shallower than
200 to 250 km.
Instead, downwelling is implied, first pro-

posed by Bird (25) in a somewhat different
context. Two plausible scenarios may ac-

count for this process. First, it could result
from the progressive thickening of the litho-
sphere in response to the shortening imposed
by the collision of India and Asia (26). Once
mechanical thickening has proceeded for
some time, any perturbation in the lower
lithosphere will grow superexponentially,
eventually leading to massive initial down-
welling (27). If shortening continues, a
steady downwelling current can be support-
ed; once shortening ceases, the downwelling
lithosphere detaches completely (27). In the
second scenario, the initial driving force for
the downwelling is provided by the negative
buoyancy of the oceanic lithosphere that was
once attached to it. Following cessation of
oceanic subduction at �50 to 65 Ma, the
lighter continental lithosphere is being pulled
down by the sinking oceanic lithosphere, pos-
sibly detaching from the crust in the process.
Subsequent evolution of the system has the
continental lithosphere overriding the previ-
ous locus of subduction, leading to a steep-
ening and eventual overturn of the downgo-
ing slab in a manner similar to that of some
analog models (28). Eventually, the deeper
part of the downgoing lithosphere detaches,
and being freed from its more buoyant parts,
quickly descends. Receiver functions show
the mantle transition zone beneath Tibet to
have a uniform thickness (16). Therefore,
there does not seem to be a large thermal
anomaly spanning the transition zone, as
would be expected for a continuous cold
downgoing slab, implying that the detach-
ment of the lower part of the downgoing
lithosphere has already occurred. The avail-
able data cannot reliably discriminate be-
tween both scenarios, but the lack of symme-
try in the tomographic image and the strong
contrast in shallow upper-mantle velocities
(8) may favor the second one.
In any case, the additional Indian mantle

lithosphere discovered in this study makes it
possible to account for most of the shortening in
the mantle since the collision at 50 to 65 Ma.
Downwelling of lithospheric material inevita-
bly would drag neighboring asthenospheric ma-
terial along. Combined with tentative evidence
for southward-directed subduction along the
northern margin of the plateau (16, 21), which
would likewise induce a downward flow, a
deficit of asthenosphere would result, which
must be counterbalanced by a focused upward-
directed return flow. Such an upward flow
would provide an explanation for the low-ve-
locity body imaged by Wittlinger et al. (15),
and provide a mechanism for heating the crust
and gradual erosion of remaining mantle litho-
sphere beneath northern Tibet (see Fig. 3 for an
interpretive cartoon).
The northward extent of fast velocities up to

33°N for depths less than 150 to 200 km is
somewhat surprising given that prior studies, in
particular of Pn and Sn propagation, find a con-

Fig. 2. Profile of Pveloc-
ity structure below the
I2 and I3 arrays. The
model was obtained by
a nonlinear tomograph-
ic inversion of P-wave
arrival times where reg-
ularization of the model
was achieved by a com-
bination of smoothing
and damping. The crust-
al structure is corrected
for explicitly, hence no
station terms are used,
and velocities are only
allowed to vary below
70-km depth. Areas of
limited or no resolution
are overlain by hatching.
Crosses indicate the
nodes of the model; the
projections of selected
station locations onto
the profile are shown as
gray triangles.

Fig. 3. Interpretive cartoon cross section illustrating one possible scenario of the current processes
operating in the mantle beneath Tibet. The southward-directed subduction of Asian lithosphere is
tentatively inferred from a dipping feature on receiver function images (16). The convection cell
that is proposed to operate underneath northern Tibet is superimposed on eastward extrusion (i.e.,
out of the plane in the figure) [e.g., (23)].
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trast in the shallow mantle close to 32°N. There
is no contradiction, however, because these
phases propagate in a different direction, that is,
horizontally instead of subvertically, and are
primarily sensitive to mantle velocities immedi-
ately beneath the Moho, whereas the tomo-
graphic inversion can only recover velocities
vertically averaged over 100-km depth range
because of its limited resolving power. A pos-
sible interpretation of the high velocities could
be that they represent the front of a detaching
mantle lithosphere, where the wedge thus
formed is filled by warmer mantle from the
north. The wedge is too thin to be seen in
teleseismic tomography but accounts for the
southward extent of low Pn velocities and strong
Sn attenuation as well as the dispersion of inter-
mediate-period surface waves.
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Modulation of Phospholipid
Signaling by GLABRA2 in

Root-Hair Pattern Formation
Yohei Ohashi,1 Atsuhiro Oka,1 Renato Rodrigues-Pousada,2

Marco Possenti,2 Ida Ruberti,3 Giorgio Morelli,2

Takashi Aoyama1*

The root-hair pattern of Arabidopsis is determined through a regulatory circuit
composed of transcription factor genes. The homeobox gene GLABRA2 (GL2)
has been considered a key component, acting farthest downstream in this
regulation. GL2modified to include a transactivating function caused epidermal
cells to develop ectopic root hairs or root hair–like structures. With this system,
the phospholipase D�1 gene (AtPLD�1) was identified as a direct target of GL2.
Inducible expression of AtPLD�1 promoted ectopic root-hair initiation. We
conclude that GL2 exerts its regulatory effect on root-hair development
through modulation of phospholipid signaling.

Cell morphogenesis and its disposition pat-
tern are crucial for plants to ensure functional
tissue and organ structures, particularly be-
cause the relative positions of plant cells do
not change after proliferation. Root-hair for-
mation provides a simple model system that
allows exploration of the mechanisms that
regulate both pattern formation and morpho-
genesis (1, 2).
In Arabidopsis, the root epidermis is com-

posed of two types of cell files, only one of
which produces root hairs (Fig. 1A) (3). Each
hair cell file makes contact with two adjacent,
underlying, cortical cell files, whereas each
hairless cell file makes contact with a single
cortical cell file. Mutations in the GLABRA2
(GL2) (4, 5), WEREWOLF (WER) (6), and
TRANSPARENT TESTA GLABRA 1 (TTG1)
(7) genes cause all the cell files in the root
epidermis to develop root hairs. Conversely,
mutations in CAPRICE (CPC) (8) reduce the
frequency of root hairs in hair cell files. GL2,
which encodes a homeodomain protein (9), is
expressed predominantly in hairless cell files
and is thought to be a negative regulator of

root-hair development (4, 5). Because the level
ofGL2 transcription is decreased in ttg1mutant
plants (4), TTG1 has been suggested to regulate
GL2 positively. WER and CPC, which encode
Myb transcription factors (6, 8) and cross-
regulate each other in a feedback loop (10),
positively and negatively regulate the position-
specific expression ofGL2, respectively (6, 10).
Although such a transcriptional regulatory cir-
cuit may be involved in determining root-hair
pattern formation, subsequent events remain
obscure. We have analyzed these downstream
events by identifying genes affected by GL2,
the transcription factor farthest downstream in
the known feedback loop.
To increase the expression of GL2 target

genes, we converted GL2 into a strong tran-
scriptional activator by replacing its N-
terminal acidic region with the transactivat-
ing domain of the herpes viral protein VP16.
The modified GL2 gene (VP16-GL2�N) was
expressed in transgenic plants under the con-
trol of the GL2 promoter or of the glucocor-
ticoid-inducible gene expression system
GVG (11). In 16 of 21 independent trans-
genic lines carrying the GL2 promoter–
driven transgene, all the cell files in the root
epidermis developed root hairs (Fig. 1, B and
C), and hypocotyl epidermal cell files com-
posed of relatively elongated cells developed
root hair–like structures (Fig. 1, D and E). In
plants with severe phenotypes, root hair–like
structures were also observed on the abaxial
surface of the hypocotyl/cotyledon junction
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Lithosphere Beneath Central Tibet

Frederik Tilmann, James Ni, and the INDEPTH Seismic Team

Method

The relative arrival times for P or PKP were determined with the multi-channel-cross-
correlation algorithm of VanDecar and Crosson (S1). A total of 128 readings were used
from the I2 experiment and 863 readings from the I3 experiment. The distribution of
earthquakes is shown in Fig S1, a list of the station locations in Tables S1, S2. There is
no overlap of station locations between both I2 and I3 but both data sets are tied together
by the CDSN station LSA, which was active during both experiments. (The number of
readings above includes those for station LSA during the respective time period). Using
travel time anomalies relative to station LSA in both data sets, the relative arrival times
between stations of the I2 and I3 deployments can be inferred where this calculation is
implicit in the inversion process and does not need to be carried out explicitly. The
relative times thus inferred are not as good as would have been obtained by a co-incident
occupation of all sites, because earthquakes in similar locations during the two experiments
are required and picking errors in LSA can map into systematic errors of the relative delay
between the two deployments but nevertheless the continuous operation of LSA allows
the merging of both data sets.

We inverted the travel time readings for perturbations to the P wave velocities along a
profile approximately aligned with the array using a variant of the ACH method (S2). In
the implementation used here (S3), velocity perturbations are introduced at node points
in order to minimize the difference between predicted and observed travel times, subject
to regularization constraints. The velocity between nodes is calculated using splines under
tension; the distance between nodes is 30 km in depth and 16 km in N-S direction, how-
ever, not each node is independently constrained since the effective resolution is lower. At
each iteration, the travel time is assumed to depend linearly on the velocity perturbation,
i.e., it is assumed that perturbations are small enough that the change in the raypath
can be neglected. The initial ray-tracing is done using a one-dimensional velocity model
(Table S3; note that the only influence of the reference model is through the determi-
nation of the ray paths, so that in general the final model is only weakly dependent on
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the reference 1D model. The non-linear effects are taken into account by recomputing
raypaths in the perturbed model and re-inverting, iterating this process two times. Regu-
larisation is achieved by smoothing and flattening, i.e., by minimizing the first and second
derivative of the model. The optimum regularization weights were determined by repeat-
edly splitting the data set into two parts and then choosing that regularization weight for
which (on average) the model obtained by inversion of the first half set resulted in the
smallest residual of the second half. Additionally, the origin time of earthquakes can be
shifted freely, and limited hypocenter locations are allowed. The use of station terms can
compensate for differences in near-receiver structure and station elevations, but can also
cause artifacts in the mantle model. For this reason, we prefer to correct for elevation
and near-receiver structure explicitly where we assume the crustal model of Zhao et al.
(S4), which is based on wide-angle data. The ray density for the final iteration is shown
in Fig. S2.

The final model achieves a variance reduction of 93% (linearised estimate) or 86%
(based on raytracing) (Fig. S3). The final residual is slightly larger than the a priori
estimate of the error in the travel time observations (∼0.07 s), which was obtained by
comparing the relative residuals for several events with similar epicenters. The (small)
difference can mostly likely be attributed to deviations of the model ray paths from the
actual ones and to unmodeled physics or structure, e.g., E-W variations in structure, and
directional dependence of seismic velocities due to anisotropy.

Additional synthetic tests

The horizontal slab model (Fig. S4A) is designed to test whether the deep structure
below 300 km is an artifact of the inversion. The inversion of the ‘perfect’ synthetic data
(Fig. S4B) shows that we clearly recover the lateral position and approximate amplitude of
the contrast at 32◦N. Within the limits of resolution stated above (∼60 km horizontally),
the sharpness of the boundary is also well recovered. However, towards the northern
and southern limits of the model, where ray coverage decreases, the recovered anomaly
decreases somewhat, and we do not recover the full anomaly. The lower limit of the
anomaly is less well resolved: instead of the sharp boundary in the starting model we find
a smoother transition to normal velocities. In spite of this, anomalies below 300 km are
much smaller than the correctly imaged anomalies at shallower depths. This test implies
that the deep velocity contrasts observed in the tomographic image are real and not the
result of smearing of shallow anomalies. We additionally perturbed the synthetic data
with Gaussian noise of a magnitude comparable to that of the actual data . Essentially
the same result is obtained except that small scale and small magnitude fluctuations are
introduced into the model (Fig. S4C) .

We use the dipping slab model (Fig. S5A) to assess our ability to resolve the dip of
the boundary between high and low velocities. Again, there is no substantial difference
between the inversions of the noise-free data (Fig. S5B) and the noisy data (Fig. S5C).
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The geometry of the descending slab is reasonably well recovered, however the dip angle is
increased by about 10◦. A similar steepening of the apparent dip was also found for other
dipping angles. It is thus possible that the actual dip angle of the boundary between high
and low velocities is up to 10◦ shallower than the imaged dip.

The last synthetic model, a simple vertical slab (Fig. S6A) concerns the question
whether the high velocity anomaly in the shallow upper mantle, which extends up to
33◦N, could be the result of smearing of deeper structure. The basic geometry, magnitude
and dip angles of the anomaly are well recovered (Fig. S6B,C). Some smearing is apparent
in the fact that, above 200 km, velocities are apparently faster north of the high velocity
slab than south of it but the smearing-related anomaly is much smaller than the anomaly
imaged within the slab. Therefore, the high velocity anomaly between 32◦ and 33◦N
cannot be explained by smearing of deeper structure, even though smearing might have
enhanced it somewhat. Smearing also implies that the apparent dip of the high velocity
anomaly, and the opposing low velocity anomaly is not well constrained. Although it
cannot be excluded with absolute certainty it is also unlikely that the structure resulted
from smearing of shallow structure, e.g., unmodeled crustal anomalies. In order to produce
a comparable travel time anomaly, a previously unnoticed crustal thickness variation of
more than 5 km over a short lateral distance would be required whereas by now there is
ample evidence for a smoothly varying Moho with little small-wavelength, high amplitude
topography (S4, S5).
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INDEPTH ARRAY

INDEPTH II (1994)

INDEPTH III (1998/99)

Fig. S1. Distribution of earthquakes, which were used in the tomographic inversion. The
center of the equidistant projection is coincident with the center of the INDEPTH III array
and shows the events for which P phases could be picked. Circles mark epi-central distances
of 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦and 150◦. Those events whose backazimuth is within 30◦of the strike
of the array are shown with solid circles; only those events were used in the inversion. Events
outside this azimuth range are shown with open circles; they were not used in the tomographic
inversion.
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Fig. S2. Ray path length per node. The area shown is larger than for the tomographic image
in the main part (Fig 2) and the synthetic tests (Fig. S4-6). The outer and inner dashed lines
indicate area shown in Figures 2, S4-S6, and the resolved part indicated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. S3. Relative residuals for all rays as measured (top), after an inversion allowing only
hypocenter relocations and station terms—corresponding to the part explainable by crustal and
global structure (upper middle), for linear residuals for the preferred model (lower middle), and
actual residuals obtained by raytracing through the preferred model (bottom).
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Fig. S4. Horizontal slab synthetic test. Starting model (A), result of linear tomographic
inversion using perfect synthetic data (B) and using synthetic data perturbed with realistic
Gaussian noise (C). Figure format is as in Fig. 2 of the main part.
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Fig. S5. Dipping slab synthetic test. Starting model (A), result of linear tomographic inversion
using perfect synthetic data (B) and using synthetic data perturbed with realistic Gaussian
noise (C). Figure format is as in Fig. 2 of the main part.
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Fig. S6. Vertical slab synthetic test. Starting model (A), result of linear tomographic inversion
using perfect synthetic data (B) and using synthetic data perturbed with realistic Gaussian
noise (C). Figure format is as in Fig. 2 of the main part.



Table S1. Locations of online stations. Except where noted stations are part of the Indepth
3 deployment.

Name Lat (◦N) Lon (◦E) Elevation (m) Description
BB08 90.548 30.130 4361 Indepth 2
BB10 90.414 29.997 4369 Indepth 2
BB14 90.185 29.368 3792 Indepth 2
BB36 90.757 29.816 3910 Indepth 2
SP12 90.357 29.665 4712 Indepth 2
LSA 91.150 29.700 3789 Lhasa (CDSN station)
LUMP 89.932 31.899 4619 Lumpola
ST00 90.103 30.526 4810 South Deqen
ST01 90.133 30.650 4792 Deqen
ST02 90.249 30.787 4801 North Deqen
ST03 90.192 30.847 4796 South Boqe
ST04 90.192 30.959 4736 Boqe
ST05 90.174 31.040 4836 North Boqe
ST06 90.097 31.124 5084 East Boqe
ST07 90.070 31.226 5079 Xuru
ST08 90.031 31.299 4899 North Xuru
ST09 90.004 31.421 4745 South Palgon
ST10 90.008 31.493 4670 Palgon
ST11 89.981 31.582 4738 North Palgon
ST12 89.883 31.626 4661 Maintong
ST13 89.703 31.726 4596 West Mington, really
ST14 89.708 31.770 4607 South Pangkog
ST15 89.640 31.835 4577 North Pangkog
ST16 89.498 31.888 4505 Serting
ST17 89.358 31.939 4591 North Serting
ST18 89.269 31.965 4619 Southwest Bangong
ST19 89.191 32.058 4596 Bangong
ST20 89.142 32.168 4584 Norwest Bangong
ST21 89.134 32.229 4655 South Bangong Suture
ST22 89.116 32.333 4707 North Bangong Suture
ST23 89.108 32.423 4727 Southeast Heping
ST24 88.984 32.480 4905 South Heping
ST25 88.940 32.537 4601 Heping
ST26 88.916 32.661 4849 Southwest Doima
ST27 88.851 32.744 4867 Doima
ST28 88.848 32.822 4843 North Doima
ST29 88.853 32.934 4829 Northeast Doima
ST30 88.854 33.029 4955 West Twin Lake
ST31 88.877 33.135 4847 Northwest Twin Lake
ST32 88.835 33.242 4927 South Thanglha
ST33 88.832 33.327 5032 Soputh Jangngalda
ST34 88.764 33.409 4989 Jangngalda
ST35 88.736 33.477 4941 North Jangngalda
ST36 88.602 33.522 5070 Nowhere
ST37 88.523 33.606 5161 North of River
ST38 88.505 33.654 5069 More Nowhere
ST39 88.400 33.764 5077 Middle Nowhere
ST40 88.307 33.815 4964 Last Nowhere



Table S2. Locations of off-line stations for reference, not used in the inversion
Name Lat (◦N) Lon (◦E) Elevation (m) Description
BB05 90.911 30.379 4218 Indepth 2
BB18 89.744 28.930 4246 Indepth 2
BB20 89.664 28.727 4245 Indepth 2
BB23 89.659 28.486 4379 Indepth 2
BB34 89.252 29.108 4002 Indepth 2
DONG 90.913 31.979 4610 South of Nakchu
NASE 91.706 31.989 4653 Southeast of Paila
NING 90.913 30.379 4189 Village of Damshung
NYMA 87.385 31.783 4598 Village Nyma
W1 88.306 32.092 4614 West of Nyma
W2 86.663 31.960 4571 East of Nyma

Table S3. 1D reference model for target region. Repeated depths indicate discontinuities,
otherwise velocities are interpolated between quoted values. The model is based on the average
of the models for the Lhasa and Qiangtang terranes of Rodgers and Schwartz (S6) for the
crust and uppermost mantle, and is identical to IASPEI91 below 200 km depth.

Depth(km) P wave velocity (km/s)
0 5.80
5 5.80
5 6.00

35 6.10
68 6.20
68 8.10

100 8.15
187 8.25
210 8.30
210 8.30
230 8.37
250 8.45
270 8.52
290 8.59
310 8.66
330 8.74
350 8.81
370 8.88
390 8.96
410 9.03
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